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APPELLATE COURT IN BELGRADE, in the council composed of judges Zdravka
Burdevic, president of the council, DragoJjub Albljanic and Olivera Andelkovic, members of the
council, with the participation of the senior advisor Aleksandar Bagas as the recording clerk, in the
criminal procedure against the defendants Dubrakva Bordevic and others, due to extended
criminal act of mislIse of position of responsible personfl'om Article 234, paragraph 3 regarding
paragraph 1 CC in complicity regurdlng Article 33 and 61 CC and other, deciding the appeal of
the Higher Prosecutor's Office in Belgrade mod against the judgm~nt of the Higher Court in
Belgrade K no. 12712014 of 18 June 2018 in tbe public session held on 2 and 3 July 2019, in
absence of the properly notified APP and the defendant Dubravka Bor(tevic, in the presence of the
defendants Aleksandra GavriloviC, Prica Burda, Steger Maja, Nikitovic Dusko and Vojin
Manasijevic as well as the lawyer Zdenko Tomanovic, lawyer Dejan Dobrosavljevic, lawyer
Olivera Budakov, lawyer Zoran Pavkovic and lawyer Zara Tijanic Jeftovi6 on 3 July 2019
rendered the following
JUDGMENT

Appeal of the Higher Prosecutor's Office in Belgrade IS REJECTED as ungrounded,
and the judgment of the Higher Court in Belgrade K no. 12712014 of 18 June 2018 IS
CONFIRMED.
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According to the judgment of the Higher Court in Belgrade K no. 12712014 of 18 June
2018, the defendants Dubravka DOl'devic, Aleksandra Gavrilovi6,8urda Prica, Maja Steger,
Dusko Nikitovi6 and Vojin ManasUevi6 are, pursuant to Article 423, item 2 of the LCP, acquitted,
in item 1 the defendant Dubravkaf)ofdevi6, Alekstlndra Gavrilovic and Burda Prica due to one
extended criminal act of misuse of position of responsible person from Article 234, paragraph 3
regarding paragraph 1 CC in complicity regarding Article 33 and 61 CC, and in paragraph 2 the
defendant Dubravka Dordevi6, Aleksandm Gavrilovi6, Burda Prica and Maja Steger due to
perfOlmance of one criminal act of misuse of position of responsible person from Article 234,
paragraph 3, regarding paragraph 1 CC in complicity regarding Article 33 CC, while in paragraph
3 of the attacked judgment the defendants Dusko Nikitovic and Vojin Manasijevic are acquitted
regarding committing one extended criminal act of misuse of position of responsible person from
Article 234, paragraph 3 regarding paragraph 1 ce in complicity regarding Article 33 and 61 ce,
and in paragraph four, the defendant Dusko Nikitovic was acquitted due to performance of
criminal act of misuse of position of responsible person from Article 234, paragraph 2, regarding
paragraph 1 of the Criminal Code. Pursuant to Article 265, paragraph 1 LCP, it has been decided
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The responses to the appeal of the Higher Public Prosecutor in Belgrade were delivered
by:
- the lawyer of the defendants Dubravka Bordevi6, Aleksandra Gavrilovic and Burda
Pricu, lawyer Zdenko Tomanovic with the proposition that the appeal of the prosecutor's office be
rejected as ungrounded and the attacked judgment confirmed and that the lawyer and the
defendants be notified of the council session.
- the lawyer of the defendant Maja· Steger, lawyer Olivera Budakov with the
proposition that the appeal of the prosecutor be rejected as ungrounded and the attacked judgment
confinned.
- the lawyer of the defendant Dusko Nikitovi6, lawyer Dejan Dobrosavljevic with the
proposition that the appeal of the prosecutor be rejected as ungrounded and the attacked judgment
confirmed, and that the lawyer and the defendants be notified of the date and hour of the council
session.
- the lawyer of the defendant Vojin Manasijevic, lawyer Zoran Pavlovic with the
proposition that the appeal of the prosecutor be rejected as ungrounded and the attacked judgment
confirmed.
- the defendant Burda Prica with the proposition that the attacked judgment be
confirmed.
Appellate Public Prosecutor's Office in Belgrade delivered the submission Ktz no.
433/19 of 24 April 2019 in which he proposed that the Appellate Court in Belgrade adopt the
appeal of the prosecutor and amend the attacked judgment and sentence the defendants within the
basis, act and direction of attack pointed out in the appeal of the Higher Public Prosecutor.
Appellate Court in Belgrade held a public council session in which it considered the
acts of the case and examining the attacked judgment within the basis, act and direction of attack
pointed out in the appeal, found the following:
- the appeal is ungrounded.
Attacking the first-degree judgment due to wrongly determined fact, the higher public
prosecutor in the filed appeal primarily contests the conclusion of the court which did not accept
the finding and the opinion of the Company fbI' forensic evaluation "Expertise" since, according to
the finding of the prosecutor, the l1nding nnd the opinion of the Company fbr forensic evaluation
"Expertise" is valid and from the aforementioned f1nding, according to the finding of the appeal, it
has been determined that the defendants performed the subject criminal acts. Apart from that, the
prosecutor states in the appenl that the Company for forensic evaluation "Expertise" also
determined that the difference in the value of the lease contract and estimated market price of
lease for all purchased objects in all distribution centers is 8.650.794,50 RSD and that the expert
witnesses from the Company for forensic evaluation "Expcrtise" determined that the evaluation of
the market value of the real estate which was the subject of the purchase of Ribarsko gazdinstvo is
significantly higher than the estimated market value in relation to the Agency "Vukadinovic".
However, these appeal statements of the prosecutor have been evaluated as ungroundcd
by thc Appellatc Court in Belgrade. This due to the fact that, accordi
the finding of the
_ ndings of the
Appellate Court in Belgrade, the first-degree court properly concll~q.:expert witness "Expertise" cannot be used in the criminal procedtJt~?~{nc'{f ~h~y,<:~6~~in essential
deficiencies due to which court judgment cannot be based on thi ;f[114fngiJft:'Jamel~~/bYlthe proper
analysis of the expert witness of the economic profession N enad '(mle'''~~t1iJ~iZbran·' $ekulic and
expert witness of the transport profession Milijan Todorovic, ~lt~Ccrffikdegree~j~c~) properly
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determined that their findings did not reliably determine the value of objects and vehicles which
ate the subject of this procedure, as well as the real value of the use of storage space and the
m110unt of lease of object which are the subject of this procedure, and as these values had not been
reliably determined, this means that it had not been determined with reliability that the defendants
obtnlned illegal property gain for the company DTDRibarstvo in the amount as it was stated in
the indictment, this amount representing a significant feature of the criminal act with which the

d!!lfendnnts are charged, and according to the regular conclusion of the first-degree court, it has not
been determined with reliability that now deceased Tomislav Dordevic acted contrary to the
provisions of the provision of the contract of the purchase of social capital ROB from 4 June 2007.
Regarding the economic-financial evaluation and the finding of the expert witness of
the economic-financial profession, the first-degree court, during taking the attitude that this
finding and opinion may not be accepted, determines the fact that the expert witnesses of the
economic-financial profession, during giving a statement and after demonstrating the omissions
made during the forensic evaluation and writing of the finding, themselves stated that they were
wrong in the method of work during determination of value, expert witness Slavica Suboti6 stating
that errors are possible and simultaneollsly stating that she does not know why they did not take
values for retail objects on the day of purchase, and the first-degree court properly evaluated the
fact that this expert witness could not answer many questions, and ~hat she did not know the
answer to many questions, which definitely affects the final conclusion of the comt in terms of
validity of this finding and opinion of the expert witness. Expert witness of the economic-financial
profession Dragoljub Dukovic in his statement also stated that they were wrong during
performance of forensic evaluation because with some objects they took the value evaluation
performed by the Agency "Vukadinovic" and sometimes not, and that they should not have done
that, not explaining how Alticle 422 of the Law on Companies was violated and he claimed that
the same was violated. Expert witness Slavica Subotic also did not give any explanation in which
manner all stated in the finding was established, stating that they made mistakes during forensic
evaluation.
Regarding the finding and the opinion of the expert witnesses of the construction
profession, the COUlt evaluated the statement of the expert witness of the construction profession
Nenad Dordevi6, in which he stated that he gave his finding for harmonization to Radoslav
Svicevic who already had the finding of the expert witness of the economic profession and the
expert witness of the transport profession and that Svicevi6 told them to accept it as such and that
he received from Svicevi6 the "order" that he is to treat objects as new ones, and that they, as with
the lease of objects, treated objects as new ones, although it was determined indisputably that the
objects were not new, which was of deciding significance for determination of value of subject
objects. Then this expert witness stated thHt the director of the Company "Expertise" Radoslav
Svicevi6 integrated all their findings (In his own into the final text of the finding and that at the
moment of the making of the finding Svicevi6 was his director and that he told him that he is the
one submitting it and that he wants it t() be so, on the basis of which the first-degree court properly
concluded that this expert witness did not do his job in the manner as his profession orders him to
do, but in the manner that Svicevi6 proposed him to do. Upon mentioning the fact that Radoslav
Svicevi6 is a doctor of psychology, first~degree court properly concludes that he was not
competent to integrate findings of the expcli witnesses of the economic-financial profession,
construction profession and transport profession into the final text of the finding, on the basis of
which he made the proper conclusion that the findings of the expert witness "Expertise" cannot be
used in this criminal procedure.

pl'ofessiofml advisors
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ror the economic-fiti'~ncial area Marina Protic and appraiser Danijela Hie,

questioned at the main hearing, whose statements the first-degree court properly
since the same are clear, convincing and confirmed by the written presented evidence,
to which the appeal statements of the prosecutor with which the first-degree judgment is
c~~ent1ully attacked with pointing out that the first-degree court should have accepted the finding
und opInion of the expert witness of the Company for forensic evaluation "Expertise" were
eVEtlualcd as ungrounded, since the finding and the opinion of these expert witnesses was
O()1111,romised due to essential omissions made by the expert witnesses of the Company
IIE~xpel'tise", and according to the proper conclusion of the first-degree court the same finding and
"l,jnion could not have been the basis for determining the facts in this criminal case.
b~U~ved

The prosccutor in the filed appeal also contests the statements of the professional
advisor for the economic-financial profession Marina Protie who claimed that actually only 12%
of the property of Ribarsko gazdinstvo was alienated, during which the mentioned statement was
completely unobjective and not based on evidence according to the finding of the appeal.
However, these appeal statements of the prosecutor were evaluated as ungrounded since the first
degree COUlt properly believed the statement of the professional advisor Marina Proti6 who
indicated the undoubted omissions of the expert witnesses to the court, of which the expert
witnesses of the Company "Expertise" themselves pleaded, due to \Vhich the statement of the
professional advisor for economic~nnancial area Madna Protie was properly evaluated as clear
and convincing by the first-degree court, during which the Prosecutor did not give any evidence
on the basis of which the statement ofthi8 professional advisor could be contested.
Apart from this, the first-degree court properly concludes, bearing in mind the fact that
the defendant Tomislav Dordevic, during this criminal procedure, died and that by insight into the
subject decisions of the Executive Board, it was determined that the defendants Dubravka
Dordevic, Aleksandra Gavrilovi6, Durda Prica and Maja Steger in the executive board made the
decision that a certain part of property of Ribarsko gazdinstvo from Belgrade can be sold, and not
to sell the same, which clearly indicates that the members of the Executive Board did not affect
the evaluation and determination of value of property which is the subject of sale, and the first
degree court properly concluded that the decisions made by these defendants do not indicate the
existence of direct premeditation, as the defendants in their defense clearly and in detail stated the
reasons for reaching their decision and that they considered their decisions to be proper business
moves and not actions allowing DTD Ribarstvo to obtain illegal property gain, their statements
not being contradicted by any evidence presented in the main hearing, which the first-degree court
accepted. Bearing in mind the fact that Tomislav f)on:tevi6 was the owner of the company DTD
Ribarstvo, that he was the buyer of the company Ribarsko gazdinstvo Belgrade until the
termination of the privatization contract, that until the termination of the privatization contract
Tomislav Dorrlevic invested into the cornpany Ribarsko gazdinstvo, which is confinned by
witnesses Igor Kizor, Marijana Srijemac, Gordana (hl~parovi6 who tated that the objects had to be
invested into, that Tomislav DOJ'aevi6 began paying the installments of the purchase of the
privatized company Ribarsko gazdinstvo, that when he considered that his rights were violated, he
submitted the appeal for the realization of his rights, bearing in mind that the business
documentation of the company Ri bal'sko gazdinstvo recorded every document marked for this
procedure, that the defendants did not hide their decision, and taking into account the fact that
during the procedure it was not determined that illegal property gain for the company DTD
Ribarstvo was obtained, the first-degree court properly concluded that the defendants undertook
their actions as business moves and not as actions calculated for obtaining illegal property gain for
DTD Ribarstvo on the basis of which the first-degree court properly concluded that the direct
premeditation of defendants for the performance of criminal act during /~~e",was not
proved.
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Finally, the defendants Dusko Nikitovic and Voj in Manasij V'ic,,\v«~:t~IWtfged,
subject indictment that they concluded contracts on the lease of busi
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court properly concludes that the lease contracts do not alienate property but give

pr(jf,\llrty for usc, and that the actions of these two defendants may not be connected to the
obU&!,uti<m of the now late Tomislav Dorsevi6 from the contract on sale of social capital of 4 June
2007 f that he will not alienate basic funds in the higher amount than provided for since the

defendants Dusko Nikitovi6 and Vojin Manasijevi6 could not alienate basic funds by their actions
[(Jl'

which they are charged, in the amount higher than provided for by the subject contract on the

of social capital, since the legal nature of the lease contract excludes the possibility of
ali!ilIUttiol1 of property. Apart from this, the prosecutor's office during this procedure, did not prove
thnt the defendants Nikitovic and Manasijevi6 by conclusion of the subject lease contract, obtained
Hlegal propeliy gain for DTD Ribarstvo in the amounts stated in the indictment. Namely, the
sttttement of the prosecutor's office from the indictment as well as the appeal, that there is a
difference between the contracted lease value and estimated market value of lease is also based on
lhe finding of the Company for forensic evaluation "Expertise". However, the finding of this
tlompany was not properly accepted by the first~degree court since it contains essential
deficiencies which make it unusable in this criminal procedure. When it comes to the part of this
finding relating to objects which were sublet, expert witness Nenad Dordevi6 pointed out that
during evaluation, he received the order fi'om Sviccvic that he should treat objects as new although
it was obvious that the objects were not new. Expert witness Zoran Sekuli6 in his statement stated
that during the making of findings they determined the amount of l~ase and that they did not
detel'mine the condition of refrigerator installations when it comes to refrigerators, and that they
did not ask questions as to which standards should be met by the refrigerator. The expert witness
further in the statement stated that the amount of the lease was determined by calling the business
premises and obtaining information on the amount of lease in that manner and that they also called
some companies engaged in the same job. Bearing in mind the aforementioned, the first-degree
court makes the proper conclusion of the impossibility to use such a finding of the Company for
forensic evaluation "Expertise" since the expert witnesses during the making of the finding and
the evaluation of market value of lease of real estate did not bear in mind the parameters affecting
the increase or reduction of the market value of lease. Treating real estate which are the subject of
the lease as new although they were not new and failure to determined the functionality of objects
which are the subject of lease, the circumstances of which significantly affect the evaluation of
market value of lease, the expert witnesses according to the proper evaluation of the first-degree
court made a series of omissions compromising the finding to the extent that court decision may
not be based on it, due to which the contrary appeal statements of the prosecutor were evaluated as
tmgrounded.
Bearing in mind that during the procedure it was not proved that the defendants
obtained with their actions illegal property gain for the company DTD Ribarstvo and that they
undertook their actions with direct premeditation to cause such a consequence, the first-degree
court properly concluded that it was not proved that the defendants performed the criminal acts for
which they were charged by the indictment and by virtue of application of Article 423, item 2 of
the LCP, the court acquitted them properly.
Considering that the defendants were acquitted, the first-degree court, by virtue of
application of provision of Article 265, paragraph 1 of the LCP, properly concluded that the
expenses of the criminal procedure and the lump sum are borne by the budget funds of the court.
Due to all aforementioned, Appellate Court in Belgrade rendered the decision as in the
wording of the judgment pursuant to Article 457 of the LCP.
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I, Adriana Stojanovic Vujevic, Court Interpreter for the English Language, hereby certify that the above translation is in
full conformity with the original document presented to me in the Serbian language.
Subotica, 26/09/2019
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